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President’s Message
I am so excited about all the things that are
going on here at the Brain Injury Alliance of
Wisconsin! A lot of changes have happened in
the last year. We are becoming a more
responsive and visible organization. We now
have a new Executive Director, a new office
assistant, a new color, two new Board members,
and a fabulous conference coming up.
In February, the Board of Directors promoted
Kasey Johanson from Office Administrator to Executive Director!
Kasey brings personal experience in brain injury as she and her family live
through the brain injury of her daughter, Kaitlyn. Her professional experience
is in office and personnel management at a police station in Rochester, MN.
Kasey has been a fireball of energy since she started working at the
office in Sussex last August. She has done so many things, but most
importantly, she has increased our communications through e-newsletters,
Facebook, and website updates and quick responses to phone calls.
Recently, she has taken on revamping our brochure and coordinating the
details of our upcoming conference! f you have not done so already, please
introduce yourself to Kasey and welcome her to the Brain Injury Alliance of
Wisconsin.
Another big event we have been working on is our annual conference,
United in Brain Injury: Our Stories, Our Resources, Our Dreams. This year
the focus is on the stories of brain injury. We will be hearing personal stories
and learning to record and share our own story. There will also be
presentations on current issues in brain injury such as, concussion,
medication management, support groups, anger, depression, and
environmental toxins . . . . just to name a few. Please consider coming and
checkout the brochure on our website, www.biaw.org.
The Brain Injury Alliance of Wisconsin has been around for over 30 years
(with two name changes). Although the amount of information about brain
injury is much more readily available, the personal experience of brain injury
will always be difficult for individuals with a brain injury, their family, and their
friends. Our goal is to provide information about brain injury and to facilitate
connections and support people who need to cope with the changes,
challenges, and choices they face after brain injury. Please let us know if
you have any ideas or suggestions you may have to help us help others
coping with brain injury.
Hope, Peace & Joy Always,
Audrey Nelson, MS, CSW
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Welcome our new Directors to our Board
Mike Klug
Please join us in welcoming Mike Klug to the Board of Directors of the Brain Injury Alliance of
Wisconsin!
Mike Klug is Vice President at MCFI and responsible for community outreach for the NexDay
Brain Injury Recovery program. Mike has over 25 years of leadership experience in new program
implementation, business development, contracting, and advocacy for people with brain injury and
disabilities. Mike also worked at MCFI in their Home Card divisions developing a quality selfdirected caregiver program to assist individuals to live independently in the community.
Mike has worked in direct care as a caregiver and at large nationwide companies such as
WellPoint/Anthem, Safeco, ACS/Xerox in a variety of areas such as Health Cost Management,
Care Management, Health Plan Analytics, and Long-term Care.
Mike’s son, Kevin, encountered a brain injury at birth and Mike enjoys advocating for Kevin
with brother, Matt, and stepmom, Barb, developing supports for Kevin to live more independently in
the community. Mike obtained a BS in Psychology and MBA from Marquette University.

Tom Guelzow
Please join us in welcoming Tom Guelzow to the Board of Directors of the Brain Injury
Alliance of Wisconsin!
Tom’s compassionate advocacy in brain injury began over 30 years ago when he lost his
young wife following a brain injury. He was left a young widower and a single parent while still
finishing his education.
Tom went on to become a trial lawyer and has represented many people with brain injury
during his career. In 1983 he was a co-founder of the BIAW support group in Eau Claire that still
meets in Eau Claire at Sacred Heart Hospital.
Tom previously served on the board in 2000. We look forward to having him back and

Thank You and Farewell to a Director
helping us expand our ability to support individuals and families dealing with brain injury.

Deborah Swearingen
After many years of serving on the Board of Directors of the Brain Injury Alliance of
Wisconsin, Deb completed her term. We thank Deb for her involvement, her professional expertise,
and the development she added to BIAW. We bid farewell to Deb in January 2014, but she assured
us that she still plans to be involved and assist, as needed.
Thank you, Deb!
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Smile and the World Smiles with You, by Brian Johanson
Did you know that smiling can change

Smiling can also be contagious. A study

your attitude, positively affect those around

in The British Medical Journal has shown that

you, and even have tangible health benefits? It

happiness can actually spread from person to

is easy to understand that when you are happy,

person. "So if your friend's friend's friend

you smile. But did you know that the reverse

becomes happier, it ripples through the

may also be true? Research suggests that if

network and affects you, even if you don't know

you are sad or in a bad mood, and you “force”

that person," says author Nicholas Christakis,

a smile you can actually positively influence

MD, a medical sociology professor at Harvard

your mood. However, a Michigan State

Medical School (ref 3). Think about it. Not only

University study from February 2011 warns that

can you learn to change your own attitude with

inauthentic forced smiles do not increase

a smile, that smile can actually positively

happiness, but “when the subjects tried to

impact those around you. In addition to

display smiles through deeper efforts — by

enhancing your mood, research suggests that

actually cultivating pleasant thoughts and

a smile can actually benefit you physically.

memories — their overall moods improved and

LaFrance also found that people with big

their productivity increased (ref 1).” In her book,

grins live longer. This sounds silly but she

Lip Service, Yale psychology professor

states that one reason may be that “smiles

Marianne LaFrance, PhD, backs up the MSU

reveal positive feelings, and positive feelings

study, “Genuine smiles and fake smiles are

are linked to well-being.” Dr. Mark Stibich, a

governed by two separate neural pathways.

behavior change expert, agrees.

When someone smiles out of genuine delight,

In his article “The Top 10 Reasons to

a facial muscle called the orbicularis oculi

Smile” on About.com, he lists some more

involuntarily contracts, crinkling the skin around

mental and physical health-related benefits to

the eyes. Most of us are incapable of

smiling (ref 4):

deliberately moving this muscle, which means

1. Smiling Makes Us more Attractive

that when a person fakes a smile, her

2. Smiling Changes Our Mood

orbicularis oculi likely won't budge (ref 2).” This
is what my wife refers to as “smiling with your

3. Smiling Is Contagious

eyes.” And somehow she always knows when

4. Smiling Relieves Stress

my orbicularis oculi is not being sincere.
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Smile

continued from page 4

Let your

smile

5. Smiling Boosts Your Immune System
6. Smiling Lowers Your Blood Pressure
(continued on page 5)

7. Smiling Releases Endorphins, Natural Pain
Killers and Serotonin

change the world

8. Smiling Lifts the Face and Makes You Look
Younger
9. Smiling Makes You Seem Successful

but don’t let the

10. Smiling Helps You Stay Positive
There you have it. A simple smile can

World

change your mood, positively impact those
around you and even provide physical

benefits. It is also easy to do and it’s free! So

change your

you don’t have to save your smiles for a rainy
day, or even ration them out. Just smile, smile,
smile (and don’t forget to use your eyes) .
ref 1: http://www.nytimes.com/2011/02/22/
health/22really.html
ref 2: From the August 2011 issue of O, The Oprah
Magazine:
http://www.oprah.com/health/Smile-Research-andFacts-Different-Types-of-Smiles
ref 3: From the May 2009 issue of O, The Oprah
Magazine:
http://

www.oprah.com/spirit/Happiness-is-Contagious
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Book Shelf
Memoir

Gratitude for her son’s survival ultimately
gives way to grief. While initially told Neil’s only
injury was a broken leg, Roy-Bornstein quickly
finds herself riding in the front seat of an
ambulance transporting her son to the ICU at
Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston; his
brain is bleeding.
Roy-Bornstein is now not the patient’s
doctor or nurse but his mom. The world she so
easily navigates in a white uniform or a white
coat now must be traversed, understood, and
dealt with from the perspective of a
parent.
There are many dividing lines in this story.
The line that divides this family’s life in two: the
events that
occurred before the crash and those that came
tumbling and faltering in its wake. The line that
separates grief from gratitude: gratitude that
her son is alive and as whole as he is; grief for
his loss of memory and changed personality
and for having his whole world shattered in an
instant. The line that separates the world RoyBornstein knew so well as a doctor from the
new one she must now navigate as the parent
of a trauma victim.
In these pages she explores all of these
boundaries: between then and now, grief and
gratitude, before and after, us and them. Her
many years as a "medical insider" bring her
story authenticity and detail, while her

No Stone Unturned:
A Father's Memoir of His
Son's Encounter with
Traumatic Brain Injury
By Joel Goldstein
Bart Goldstein was only
sixteen when he suffered a traumatic brain
injury (TBI) in a car accident in 2001. No Stone
Unturned is the saga of Bart’s struggle to regain
his life. Told from his father’s point of view, the
book chronicles the family’s ordeal, and
flashbacks fill in Bart’s life since he arrived from
Korea at the age of five months. Considering
every possibility in their search for remedies to
Bart’s catastrophic injuries, the Goldstein’s
explored several promising alternatives,
including craniosacral, hyperbaric oxygen,
sensory learning, and vision restoration
therapies. Bart’s remarkable recovery resulted
from a combination of conventional medicine
and alternative and emerging therapies.
TBI has now become the “signature
injury” for thousands of wounded warriors
returning from Iraq and Afghanistan; this timely
book offers profound insights into what
survivors and their families must face. Anyone
struggling with this “invisible” disability will find
the book insightful, inspiring, and useful.
.Memoir

Crash: A Mother, a Son, and the Journey
from Grief to Gratitude
By Carolyn Roy-Bornstein

Coming June 2014

After 25 years of caring for
children, first as a nurse, then as
a pediatrician, Carolyn RoyBornstein finds herself on the
other side of the stretcher when
her 17-year-old son Neil is hit by
a teenage drunk driver while
walking his girlfriend Trista home after a study
date. Trista did not survive her injuries. Neil
carries his with him to this day.

Chicken Soup for the
Soul: Recovering from
Traumatic Brain Injuries
101 Stories of Hope, Healing, and Hard Work
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30 Years of 3rd Thursdays, by Audrey Nelson
It’s hard to believe, but the brain injury support
group in Eau Claire recently celebrated it’s 30th
Anniversary! They have been meeting every
3rd Thursday at Sacred Heart Hospital since
1983.

years. Family members of people with brain
injury were the majority of the group for many
years, but now the group is mostly made up
of individuals who have had a brain injury.
Sacred Heart Hospital has been an amazing
support to the group. It is estimated that the
hospital has provided the group with 360
Newsletters, 600 Cookies, 720 pots of
coffee and 5 facilitators/hospital liaison
social workers! A big thank you to the
hospital and everyone involved in making all
of those things happen.

Sacred Heart threw a party in celebration.
There was a pizza & salad buffet, door prizes
and gift bags. Several founding members
attended along with current members and
some who had been part of the group years
ago.
Dorothy Wilson, Ron Potter-Efron, Tom
Guelzow, Joe Mirr, and Audrey Nelson were
some of the original members of the group who
were there. It was great to see them again
and for them to see that something they
started many years ago is still going and has
touched so many lives throughout the years.
Carol Joles was another founding member that
had wanted to make it to the party, but could
not.

A special thanks also goes to all the
facilitators we have had over the years. They
include Ron Potter–Efron, Audrey Nelson,
Lynn Smith, Corrine & Jim Richie, Larry
Bandoli, Sharon Stokes, and Rhonda Olson.
Many things have changed in brain injury over
the past 30 years. Medical technology,
knowledge about the experience of brain
injury, and access to information have all
increased and improved the survival and
outcome of brain injuries. But, one thing has
not changed. When a person sustains a brain
injury, it is still a very scary and lonely
experience for the individual and their family
and friends. The support and comfort of
others who have gone down this path is still
vitally important. Support groups are still
needed. They come in different forms and
options now, but they are still needed.

Prior to the party Carol shared with Audrey
Nelson some of the things she had done
several years before the support group even
started. Following her son Mike’s brain injury,
Carol had difficulty finding any information so
when she heard of families going through the
same thing, she would connect with them and
share her experiences and what she knew
about the recovery process. One of those
people was Dorothy Wilson. Dorothy also had
a son named Mike that experienced a brain
injury in 1981. Together, they reached other
families, then learned of the Brain Injury
Alliance of Wisconsin (then the Wisconsin
Brain Trauma Association) and decided to start
a support group in Eau Claire.

Congratulations to the Eau Claire Brain Injury
Support Group at Sacred Heart for 30 years
of
providing
support,

The group first met in October 1983 in Eau
Claire at Tom Guelzow’s office, then briefly at
Luther Hospital, and finally in December at
Sacred Heart. There have been as few as 4
people or as many as 50 at meetings over the
7
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Statewide Network of Brain Injury Support Groups
NORTHWEST


Elizabeth Rand, RN (608) 775-4063
Brittany George, OT

Head Injury Support Group
Frederic Public Library
127 Oak Street West
Frederic, WI 54837
2nd Friday of the month
2 pm -3:30 pm
Julie Martin

CENTRAL


julamartin@yahoo.com


(715) 327-4474
Rice Lake
Lakeview Medical Center
Conference Room
1100 North Main
Rice Lake, WI
1st Sunday of the month
1:30 pm - 3:30 pm
Corinne & Jim Richie
(715) 234-0079

Wausau
Aspirus Wausau Hospital
333 Pine Ridge Boulevard
Wausau, WI
2nd Wednesday of the month
6:30 pm
Lea Ratajczyk, lea.ratajczyk@aspirus.org
(715) 847-2826

NORTHEAST


Brown County
N.E.W. Curative Rehabilitation
2900 Curry Lane
Green Bay, WI 54311
Quarterly @ 5:30 pm
Stephanie Umentum
stumentum@newcurative.org

NORTHWEST – EAU CLAIRE AREA






Eau Claire Self Help
Sacred Heart Hospital-Eau Claire
900 West Clairemont, Bishop Hall
3rd Thursday of the month
Eau Claire, WI
7 pm -8:30 pm
Audrey Nelson (715) 838-9352 or
Rhonda Olson (715) 717-4392
Mild Brain Injury Group
Luther Campus Clinic Entrance
Deli Conference Room
1221 Whipple Street
Eau Claire, WI
3rd Tuesday of the month
5:30 pm - 6:30 pm
Mary Beth Clark (715) 838-3258
Michelle Knutson (715) 838-1725

karen4tbisg@aol.com

SOUTHWEST


(920) 593-3570
MakingNew Connections
Bay Evangelical Covenant Church
2280 Nicolet Drive
Green Bay, WI 54311
4th Wednesday of the month @ 7 pm
Karen Feld, Facilitator

Big River Chapter-LaCrosse
Gundersen Medical Center
1st floor of Mooney Education Room
LaCrosse, WI
2nd Tuesday of the month
5 pm - 7 pm
8



Oshkosh
TBI Support Group Oshkosh
Aurora Medical Center
855 N. Westhaven Drive
Oshkosh, WI 54904
4th Thursday of the month
6:30 pm – 8:30 pm
Michael Athanasiou
(920) 233-3655



Sheyboygan Area
Miracle Point Brain Injury Society
St. Nicholas Hospital/Francis Room
3100 Superior Avenue
Sheboygan, WI 53081
1st Monday of the month (September-May)
6:30 pm – 8 pm
Amber Slaby, Amber.Slaby@hshs.org
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Statewide Network of Brain Injury Support Groups
(920) 459-4642

2nd Monday of the month
6:30 pm - 8 pm
Lynn Hovey, lynn.hovey@mgschools.net
(608) 222-4717 or (608) 576-5285

NORTHEAST (continued)


Appleton
St. Elizabeth Hospital
1506 S. Oneida Street
Appleton, WI
4th Monday of the month
6 pm - 7:30 pm
Erin Othrow

SOUTHEAST– MADISON AREA (cont)


erin@arcfoxcities.com

(920)725-0943, Extension: 111

SOUTHEAST - MILWAUKEE AREA


SOUTHEAST

Embracing Hope
Acres of Hope and Aspiration
W147 S7138 Durham Place
Muskego, WI
4th Wednesday of the month
6 pm - 7 pm
*Advance Registration required*
Lisa K. Alberte, RN





acreshope@yahoo.com

(414) 405-4722

SOUTHEAST– MADISON AREA


Mild Brain Injury Resource Network
One Tower Conference Room
Meriter Hospital
202 South Park Street
Madison, WI
3rd Thursday of the month
6:30 pm - 8:00 pm
Deb Enburg, Ph.D.



dpenburg@chorus.net


Janesville
Community Connections/Catholic Charities
2200 W. Court Street, Suite 130
Janesville, WI 53548
2nd Tuesday of the month
6 pm - 7 pm
Brenda Brown, bbrown@ccddc.com
(608) 752-4993

(608) 845-6356
Mild Brain Injury Group for Spouses &
Significant Others
Meriter Hospital, Patient Registration Area
Conference Room
202 South Park Street
Madison, WI
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Waukesha County Heading Forward
Waukesha Memorial Hospital
725 American Drive
Waukesha, WI
1st Wednesday of the month
6 pm - 7:30 pm
Dodge County
Clearview Brain Injury Center
Clearview North
199 Home Road
Juneau, WI
3rd Monday of the month
6 pm - 7 pm
Tammy Novotny, tnovotny@co.dodge.wi.us
(920) 386-3403
Kenosha County
Stateline TBI Support Group for Functioning
Teens and Adults
First Christian Church
13022 Wilmot Road
Kenosha, WI
3rd Tuesday of the month
7 pm – 8:30 pm
Beth Jankowski, murphyski_b@yahoo.com
(262) 344-1505
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What is the difference between SSDI & SSI?
Social Security Disability Insurance (SSDI)
This program is financed with Social Security
taxes paid by workers, employers, and selfemployed persons.




The worker will get Medicare coverage
automatically after receiving disability
benefits for two years.

Supplemental Security Income (SSI)
This program is financed through general
Revenues from taxes, meaning benefits are not
based on your prior work history.


In most states, beneficiaries will automatically
be eligible for Medicaid



SSI benefits are payable to:
 Individuals aged 65 or older
 Adults who are disabled or blind
 Children who are disabled or blind



Eligibility requirements:
 Have limited income and
 Resources meet the living arrangement
requirements
 A U.S. citizen or national, or in
 One of certain categories of aliens



The monthly payment varies up to the
maximum federal benefit rate, which may be
supplemented by the state.

To be eligible for a Social Security benefit,
the worker must earn sufficient credits
based on taxable work to be “insured” for
Social Security purposes.



Disability benefits are payable to:
 Blind or disabled workers
 Their children
 Widow(er)s
 Adults disabled since childhood



The amount of the monthly disability
benefit is based on the Social Security
earnings record of the insured worker

See Understanding the Benefits for a
Complete explanation SSDI Social Security
Disability Insurance (SSDI) online or obtain a

See Understanding Supplemental Security
Income for a complete explanation of SSI.
Supplemental Security Income (SSI) online or

10
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Caregiver Connection, by Kasey Johanson
Memory vs. Reminding

time a reminder triggers another battle.
2. Preface your reminder with a phrase like,
“I don’t remember if I told you, but… or “I
know I repeat myself, but I just want what
is best for you.” Take the focus off the
memory deficit and put the responsibility of
your repeating on yourself. Yes, some
days that gets hard, too, but it may reduce
of the friction. It is about choosing your
battles.

Does this sound familiar? You, the caregiver,
reminds your loved one who has a brain injury,
about a routine, an appointment, or an event
and your loved one gets mad at you about
always repeating yourself. However, the reverse
also happens where you don’t remind or repeat,
and the routine, appointment, or event is almost
forgotten. When you finally bring it up, your
loved one is happy you remembered.

3. Evaluate the best time to give reminders,
such as reminding close to the time of the
commitment or when your loved one is not
fatigued. Reminding within the timeframe
of the event may have better results
because of the likelihood that you are not
repeating yourself. If you think of
something early, jot it down for reminding
later rather than reminding now and later.
Sometimes, it may be all in your timing.

This is a tough situation that happens all too
often. What makes it harder as a caregiver you
don’t know which reminder will cause a conflict.
When this situation happens, there are usually
hurt feelings all around. Frustrations are high,
words are exchanged, and neither person feels
good about it. It is a hard balance for the
caregiver because we only want what is best for
our loved one and we know how important it is
to them for them to succeed. They want
independence and they have the knowledge, but
they don’t always have the memory to support
autonomy.

4. This one is a big one that has a lot of
promise for balancing independence,
keeping, commitments, and reducing
arguments. Using a planner or journal.
Keeping appointments and other events in
a planner can help your loved one take
steps toward independence and can
alleviate some of the conflicts that occur
with repeating. Our memories make up our
lives and a journal is a memory written
down. Experimenting with both will help
determine which method is the best fit.

Memory deficits are very common after brain
injury, but caregivers don’t always remember
either. Caregivers feel bad when something is
forgotten. The arguments surrounding
remembering and repeating can take a toll on
both individuals.
What can help?

Incorporate checking the planner or journal
into the daily routine but have your loved
one do the checking.

1. Sometimes explaining why you are repeating
will smooth the tension. However, this is a
temporary fix until it comes up again the next
11
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United in Brain Injury:
Our Stories • Our Resources • Our Dreams
May 5-6. 2014
Kalahari Resort
Wisconsin Dells, WI
Keynote Topics:
Concussions - Michael McCrea, PhD
Depression in TBI - Dami Salami, PhD
Story is our Medicine - Barbara Stahura, BA
Kaitlyn’s Hope: One Family’s Journey through TBI - Kasey, Brian, and Kaitlyn Johanson
Neurotoxins: Living in the Chemical World - Tina Trudel, PhD
Breakout Session Topics:
Thirty Years of Third Thursdays: The
Development and Maintenance of Brain Injury
Support Groups - Audrey Nelson, MS, CBIS-T,
BIAW Board President
WHAT STRESS? Self-management skills for
survivors and family - Donald Mickey, PhD and
Patricia Humphrey, MA
Use of Botulinum in Brain Injury - Elizabeth
Davis, MD
Use of Technology in Compensation for Memory
Impairments - Emily Despines, MS/CCC-SLP
and Kim Caul, MS/CCC-SLP
Family Panel
Clash of the Titans: Expressive Art Therapy Andrew Neary, MT-BC, NMT-Fellow and

Samantha Brophy, MS, ATR, PCLT
Anger and the Brain - Ron Potter-Effron
Cognitive Strategies - Lyn Turkstra, PhD
Impact on Family and Caregivers: Strategies for
supporting your loved ones - Donald Mickey,
PhD and Sarah Porter, PsyD
Driver Rehabilitation after Brain Injury - Paul
Schmidt, MS, OTR, CDRS
Survivor Panel
The Write Way to Well-Being After Brain Injury Barbara Stahura, BA
Personality and Behavioral Changes After TBI Cindy Sorenson, PsyD
Fall Prevention in the Elderly - David Weber,

12
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Thank you to our conference co-sponsorships!
Sponsors such as these enable BIAW to enlist high quality speakers who provide optimal
educational opportunities for our conference attendees.

Thank you to our Platinum Sponsors:

Thank you to our Gold Sponsor:

Thank you to our Silver Sponsors



Froedtert & Medical College of Wisconsin
Lakeview Specialty Hospital and Rehab


Allergan Neurosciences

13
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Legislative Update
Law Enforcement Training Bill
LRB 13-1451/2
The Brain Injury Alliance of Wisconsin is
supporting a bill that has been drafted by
Representative Terese Burceau where law
enforcement and emergency workers would
be required to receive training in traumatic
brain injury and post-traumatic stress disorder.

law enforcement encounters someone with a
brain injury, they are often believed to be
intoxicated or under the influence of a
controlled substance. Subsequently, the person
with a brain injury is treated improperly,
oftentimes resulting in spending time in jail.

Going back to 2009 when the Brain Injury
Alliance of Wisconsin participated in the
Midwest Advocacy Project (MAP), the
curriculum group developed two “mock” bills
for our “mock” hearing. One of the bills we
introduced was the need for law enforcement
to be trained in brain injury. Subsequent MAP
groups may have investigated this as well.

LRB 13-1451/12 takes this into account and
proposes specialized training in recognizing
and interacting with persons who have suffered
a traumatic brain injury or who suffer from posttraumatic stress disorder. This would include
general knowledge of traumatic brain injury and
post-traumatic stress disorder and recognizing
the symptoms of, and assessing a person’s
behaviors to determine if they may be
associated with, a traumatic brain injury or posttraumatic stress disorder

Many individuals who were in the curriculum
group for MAP shared encounters they had
had with law enforcement. All too often, when

Other legislators at the Capitol are interested in
supporting this bill. We request your story of
encounters with law enforcement to support this

14
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Executive Director’s Message
Happy Spring! Well, at least I hope Spring is right around the
corner. This has been a fierce winter and I’m sure most people are
looking forward to warmer weather.
I want to thank everyone who I’ve talked with, received email
messages from, for their warm welcome. I look forward to meeting
many of you at the conference where I can put a name with a face.
As Audrey mentioned in her President’s Message, my family was
whisked into the brain injury world unexpectedly in 2007 when my
daughter sustained a severe traumatic brain injury in a car
accident. At that time I knew nothing about brain injury, but I
recognized early on that working with brain injury was my purpose
and I have thrown myself into learning everything I can about brain
injury. It is my passion and purpose to make a difference in the
lives of people living with a brain injury.

Thank you for Donations
through Workplace Giving
A special note of
appreciation to all of the
donors who chose to give

through
Community Health
Charities Wisconsin
Workplace Giving
Campaigns
Due to Workplace Giving
Campaign guidelines, we

The accident occurred in Minnesota and I became a volunteer with
the Minnesota Brain Injury Alliance. I met with legislators to ask
their support for programs for people with disabilities, testified at
legislative hearings, and participated in other trainings in
Minnesota. I served on the special education committee in our
school district as well as on the Rochester Brain Injury Community
Committee. I also serve on the Mayo Clinic Regional Traumatic
Brain Injury Advisory Council.

are unable to list all donor
names within our
newsletter.
BIAW also thanks
Community Health Charities
of Wisconsin

I was the first Midwest Advocacy Project curriculum facilitator with
BIAW. I am also a Certified Brain Injury Specialist (CBIS). I am
involved with the IRIS program in Wisconsin and have experience
with utilizing the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation (DVR),
various disability service vendors in SE Wisconsin, Social Security
Administration as well as Special Services Counselors at the
technical school level.
I am determined to work toward positive change in programs and
services in the State and to grow BIAW in helping more people .
My family’s word is “HOPE” and every day has hope. Sometimes it
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for the opportunity to be
represented in these
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Save the Date...

Saturday, October 4, 2014
11th Annual “Walk For Thought”
Multiple Locations: Milwaukee, Eau Claire, and Green Bay

N63 W23583 Main Street · Suite A
Sussex · WI · 53089
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